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REV’IT! streamlines logistics in new DC
An interview with Ivan Vos, Managing Director of REV’IT!, by Mark Dohmen

REV’IT! moved into its new European distribution

center (EDC) in 2020. The new facility was

urgently needed to facilitate the company’s

growth ambitions. REV’IT! enlisted Groenewout’s

support with the logistics design and equipment

in the EDC.“We’d never have been able to pull

this off without their experience and expertise,” states Managing Director Ivan Vos.

Click for the interview in full: English / Dutch

Securing logistics premises: make risks manageable
Many logistics businesses believe that the remedy to theft and loss is a large and complex

access control system, supported by security cameras and visitor/intruder detection

systems. But is this really the case, or are they too focused on managing incidents?

Consultant Stijn Belt regularly sees companies implementing solutions in response to

incidents. According to him, that can often result in a false sense of security. The way to

avoid this is to develop a carefully thought-out security plan which forms the basis for a

structural approach to warehouse security. Although it is never possible to completely

eliminate risks, they can be reduced to a manageable level. 

Click here to download the article (in Dutch only).

Strategic partnership Groenewout and Commonwealth
Over the years, Groenewout has established

strategic relationships with trusted partners who

each have their own unique service portfolio that

ties in with Groenewout’s supply chain expertise.

Groenewout has started working together with Commonwealth to further strengthen each

other’s expertise across all industries. Our partnership with Commonwealth creates a unique

consulting proposition in supply chain and logistics management by extending our focus to

the US market. Click here for the press release.

 

For an overview of all Groenewout’s strategic partners, please click here.
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